Abstract. In order to offload heavy traffic of cellular network, WiFi has chosen since WiFi normally operates in license exempt bands. 3rd Generation Partnership Program (3GPP) has started study item on 3GPP-WiFi interworking in order to alleviate heavy traffic problem. Global System for Mobile-Railroad (GSM-R), which is an extension of GSM, is the standard providing railroad wireless communication. As a next generation of GSM-R, Long Term Evolution (LTE) has been studied. Same problem of heavy traffic wireless network is anticipated for LTE-R. LTE-WiFi interworking has a technical challenge of WiFi network detection. In this paper, we propose LTE and WiFi interworking scheme for railroad wireless communication.
Introduction
In order to provide broadband services International Telecommunciation Union (ITU) standardized 4G wireless standard called IMT-Advanced [1] . IEEE 802.16 working group and 3rd Generation Partnership Program (3GPP) developed the standards [2] , [3] in order to meet or even exceed the IMT-Advanced requirements.
As multimedia services has become popular Internet services, Internet packets through wireless networks get larger. Therefore, cellular network such as 3GPP LTE/LTE-A is seeking a solution to offload its traffic to WiFi using license exempt band. Since WiFi is different radio access technology (RAT) from 3GPP, WiFi operation is independent from 3GPP network operation. While WiFi/Cellular(LTE/LTE-A) dual mode mobile terminals are working in 3GPP mode, it is not easy to discover WiFi network because WiFi detection is done with blind search. Such blind WiFi search consumes substantial amount of battery power.
Variety of wireless technologies, e.g, Terrestrial Trunked Radio (TETRA) [5] , GSM-R [6] , IEEE 802.11 [4] , etc. are used for railroad communications. In this paper, we propose an efficient railroad wireless communication scheme using 3GPP-WiFi interworking. With the proposed scheme, better quaility wireless services can be provided to train passengers.
Railroad
Wireless Communication and
LTE-WiFi Interworking
Typical railroad wireless communication network configuration is shown in Fig. 1 . Cellular (LTE/LTE-A) terminals and WiFi terminals of train passengers (users) are located within the train and they communicate either with LTE cellular base station or with WiFi Access Point (AP).
Railroad communication network has its unique network configuration since train moves along fixed railroad. A train which consists of multiple train cars moves along a train track. Since railroad communication network is a linear network and train's movement is pre-scheduled, communication of train passengers or crews can be easily managed.
In railroad wireless communication environment, LTE-WiFi overlay network can be configured. While a train is staying at train stations for passenger boarding and deboarding, it is beneficial for an on board railroad communication unit to utilize WiFi communication link by accessing APs installed at the train stations. Since the WiFi stations (STAs) do not have WiFi APs' access information, it will take substantial amount of time for WiFi STAs to discover WiFi APs and establish WiFi links. 
Proposed LTE and WiFi Interworking Scheme for Railroad Wireless Communication
A detailed proposed procedure for railroad wireless communication using LTE and WiFi interworking is shown in Fig. 2 . Typically handover is triggered by checking the measurement report from the UE. Upon reception of handover request, the target eNB can be notified that a train will be handed over to its cell by checking the UE's identification (ID). After the completion of handover procedure by receiving RRC Connection Configuration Complete control message, the target eNB transmits system information including RAN assistance information. Additionally, the target eNB can delay the delivery of the system information until the train comes to the train station. Delivery time can be easily calculated since the train's speed and trajectory is predetermined. Upon receiving system information, RAN assistance information 
Conclusion
In this paper, very efficient railroad wireless communication scheme using LTE and WiFi interworking is proposed. Railroad wireless communication is expected to use LTE technology together with WiFi and has very unique railroad wireless network configuration. Since our proposed scheme not only provides expedited WiFi detection but also battery power efficient WiFi operation, railroad wireless users' experience is expected to be enhanced substantially.
